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LONDON: In decades to come, African farmers may pool
their money to buy small robot vehicles to weed their
fields or drones that can hover to squirt a few drops of
pesticide only where needed. Smartphones already allow
farmers in remote areas to snap photos of sick plants,
upload them and get a quick diagnosis, plus advice on
treatment. Researchers also are trying to train crops like
maize and wheat to produce their own nitrogen fertilizer
from the air - a trick soybeans and other legumes use -
and exploring how to make wheat and rice better at pho-
tosynthesis in very hot conditions.

As warmer, wilder weather linked to climate change
brings growing challenges for farmers across the globe -
and as they try to curb their own heat-trapping emissions
- a rush of innovation aimed at helping both rich and poor
farmers is now converging in ways that could benefit them
all, scientists say. In a hotter world, farmers share “the
same problems, the same issues”, said Svend Christensen,
head of plant and environmental sciences at the University
of Copenhagen.

Agricultural researchers, who have teamed up to boost
harvests and fight the major blight of wheat rust are now
forming an international consortium in a bid to make wheat
stand up to worsening heat and drought. “There was a real
shift in terms of the intensity of what we do together when
we became aware of climate change,” said Hans-Joachim
Braun, who heads the global wheat program for the
International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center
(CIMMYT), based in Mexico.

For each 1 degree Celsius global temperatures rise
above pre-industrial times, wheat harvests drop 5-8 per-
fect, he said. That means the world will likely see a 10 per-
fect drop in harvests even if governments hold global
warming to “well below” 2C, as they have agreed, he said -
and that drop would come even as the world’s population
grows and demand for food rises.

Finding ways to breed wheat that can cope better with
heat could help farmers from Australia to India and China,

as well as the people who depend on their grain, he said.
“It doesn’t matter where you use this trait - it will have an
impact,” Braun said.

Dare to dream
One idea scientists are working on is to fundamentally

reshape how crops such as wheat and rice carry out pho-
tosynthesis, to make them better able to continue produc-
ing in hot weather, especially if less water is available. The
process - like efforts to help wheat and maize start making
their own fertiliser - is hugely complex and will likely
require decades of work, scientists say.

“It would be a mega-breakthrough. Many people think
it’s dreaming a little bit because it’s so difficult,” said Bruce
Campbell, director of the CGIAR Research Program on
Climate Change, Agriculture and Food Security (CCAFS).
But early tests to improve photosynthesis in tobacco have
shown a 40% boost in production - and the technique is
now being tested with crops from cassava to maize, said
Kathy Kahn, a crop research expert with the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation.

Nick Austin, who directs agricultural development for
the foundation, said such changes “are going to benefit the
poor and rich worlds together” - and could play a key role
in keeping food prices affordable. “These technologies...
are going to be globally relevant,” he predicted. Other
efforts to help farmers - including the poorest - adapt to
climate pressures have already taken root, Khan said.

Flood-tolerant rice that can withstand being sub-
merged under water, for instance, is now being used by 6
million farmers in Asia to cope with more extreme weather,
she said. But Christensen, of the University of
Copenhagen, thinks even more high-tech innovations -
from weeding robots to drones - are likely to reach poorer
farmers too. With Africa expected to see rapid population
growth and movement to cities in coming decades, its
farmers will need to become more efficient at producing
larger amounts of food, he said.

“If you want to increase efficiency, you need to use
machinery to do some of the hard work,” he added. He
believes prices for drones and robots will fall rapidly in
years to come, just as they once did for mobile phones.
“Maybe you will share this machinery with your neighbor,”
Christensen said. “A village of smallholder farmers could
think of buying one for all their fields.”

Two-way flow
As consumers and companies demand to know more

about the origin of what they buy, farmers in poorer
nations could also adopt systems from blockchain to
microchips tucked into cauliflower to help with tracking,
said CCAFS principal scientist Philip Thornton. Thornton is
working on a “Wild Futures” report, due out later this

year, that will dig into potential high-tech advances and
predict how the food system might look in 15-20 years’
time, given the pace of technological change, he said.

There is still “quite a lot of uncertainty” about how
much high-tech innovation will reach poorer small-scale
farmers and especially around how quickly that could hap-
pen, he added. But CCAFS director Campbell predicted
there would be “many innovations, and the innovations are
highly likely to be picked up elsewhere” beyond their
source. Christensen said ideas also are increasingly flow-
ing from poorer countries to richer ones, not just in the
other direction, particularly because the poorest are in
some cases dealing with the strongest climate impacts
first. “There’s a lot of inspiration from the people in devel-
oping countries,” he said. — Reuters

India’s wild tiger 
population jumps 
to almost 3,000 
NEW DELHI: India’s wild tiger population
has increased by more than 30 percent in just
four years, according to a new census

released yesterday, raising hopes for the sur-
vival of the endangered species. The census
found 2,967 tigers in the wild across the
country, up from 2,226 four years ago in what
Prime Minister Narendra Modi hailed as a
“historic achievement” “We reaffirm our
commitment towards protecting the tiger,”
Modi said in Delhi as he released the All India
Tiger Estimation Report 2018.

“Some 15 years ago, there was serious
concern about the decline in the population
of tigers. It was a big challenge for us but

with determination, we have achieved our
goals.” The massive surveys are conducted
every four years, with the latest census using
26,000 camera traps that took almost
350,000 images across known tiger habitats,
Environment Minister Prakash Javadekar said
at the census release. Images that showed the
big cats were analyzed using computer pro-
grams to individually identify each creature.
Wildlife and forestry officials also scoured
380,000 square kilometers of terrain.

In 1900, more than 100,000 tigers were

estimated to roam the planet. But that fell to
a record low of 3,200 globally in 2010. That
year, India and 12 other countries with tiger
populations signed an agreement to double
their big cat numbers by 2022. Population
numbers in the nation have risen steadily
since falling to its lowest-recorded figure of
1,411 in 2006. But they are yet to return to
the figures recorded in 2002 when some
3,700 tigers were estimated to be alive in
the country.

It is believed some 40,000 tigers lived in

India at the time of independence from
Britain in 1947. Since then, the indiscriminate
killing of the animal for its organs has led to a
sharp decline, bringing them to the edge of
extinction. India’s growing population has
also increasingly eaten into the territory of
wild animals, pushing them into conflict with
humans. New Delhi has sought to improve its
management of the predator, reserving 50
habitats-from Himalayan foothills in the
northeast to regions in west and central
India-exclusively for the animals. — AFP 

Innovation rush aims to help farmers, 
rich and poor, beat climate change

African farmers pool money to buy small robot vehicles to weed fields

ABIDJAN: A member of the Ivorian Investiv Group startup controls a drone at a tomato farm in northern Abidjan,
Ivory Coast. — Reuters


